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Parkinson´s disease (PD) is a multifactorial neurological disorder, it is recognized as the most common neurodegenerative disease after Alzheimer´s disease 1. Available therapies for PD only treat 
symptoms of the disease. Despite of the pharmacological therapy seen to be crucial for the development of the disease, the management of the PD patients demand a multidisciplinary 
approach. Some studies have proved that the use of physiotherapy, occupational therapy, and speech and language therapy in PD is  a valuable tool in order to improve the quality of live of the 
patients 2.
The principal goal of this workshop is the complementation of the knowledge acquired by the students in the classes. This theoretical and practical workshop aims to teach to our students new 
health approaches for the PD. For these purposes, different specialists in health science and patients coming from the Association of Relatives and PD Patients of Albacete have participated.

The workshop was organized following a
previously described methodology 3. However, in
the present edition, a careful attention was given
to the role-playing session. Four clinical cases of
PD (table1) have been confronted by the
participants. In the first session, they received
information about two clinical cases in such a way
that the participants can prepare the role-playing
during the theoretical session and looking for
information about the cases.
In the last session, students faced a virtual
situation with four real patients, interpreted by a
members of the association named above. This
activity took place in a simulated community
pharmacy i.e. a room which mimic a real
community pharmacy (fig. 1). The students were
divided in four working groups, then they
appointed one member who confronted the role-
playing. This process was recorded with cameras,
afterwards, two experts analysed the film in order
to evaluate the knowledge acquired by students.
Evaluation of acquired knowledge were carried
out with a specific checklist which include
questions regarding “knowledge of the disease”
(P1-P5), “knowledge of the treatment” (P6-P12)
and “others knowledge” (P12-P20) (table 2).

The results showed that the student, in a general overview, faced better the cases A and B (table 3 and figure 2). These was the cases that they studied during the Workshop. However, in the cases

C and D, the results was in general worse, mainly in “Others questions”.

Due to the complex health care of the PD patient, the knowledge about the disease that the students get in the degree is, in some fields, insufficient. This workshop help to our students to reach a

solid preparation in order to handle real situations in community pharmacy, and provide additional information to the patient about the disease.
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Table 3 – Results of the checklist

Group Nº

CASE A CASE B CASE C CASE D

Reviewer 
1

Reviewer 
2

Reviewer 
1

Reviewer 
2

Reviewer 
1

Reviewer 
2

Reviewer 
1

Reviewer 
2

Knowledge
of the 

disease

P1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

P2 N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

P3 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

P4 N N N N Y N Y N

P5 Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y

Knowledge
of the 

treatment

P6 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

P7 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

P8 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

P9 Y N N N Y N Y Y

P10 Y N N N Y N N Y

P11 Y N Y N N Y N N

P12 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Others
questions

P13 Y Y Y Y N N N N

P14 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y

P15 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y

P16 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

P17 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

P18 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

P19 Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y

P20 N N Y Y N N N N

100%

Others

Yes No Y/N
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14%

Treatment

Yes No Y/N

80%

20%

Disease

Yes No Y/N

75%

12%

13%

Others

Yes No Y/N

57%

43%

Treatment

Yes No Y/N

60%20%

20%

Disease

Yes No Y/N

Case A Case B

57%

43%

Treatment

Yes No Y/N

37%

25%

38%

Others

Yes No Y/N

60%

40%

Disease

Yes No Y/N

72%

14%

14%

Treatment

Yes No Y/N

50%

25%

25%

Others

Yes No Y/N

80%

20%

Disease

Yes No Y/N

Case C Case D

Table 2 - Checklist

P1 The student checks that the patient knows his disease

P2 The student checks that the patient knows when he was diagnosed and began 
the treatment

P3 The student checks the level of concern of the patient about his disease

P4 The student ask to the patient about the last visits to the hospital (at least in 
the last 6 months)

P5 The student inform to the patient about the disease properly

P6 The student make sure that the patient knows the therapeutic indication of 
each prescribed drug. 

P7 The student make sure that the patient knows the posology.

P8 The student make sure that the patient take the drugs according with the 
posology.

P9 The students classify the patient between a reliable or non-reliable person 
with regard to the treatment.

P10 The students inform to the patient about adverse effects of the treatment 
properly.

P11 The students inform to the patient about the interactions of the treatment 
properly.

P12 The student raise awareness to the patient about the importance of 
treatment adherence.

P13 The student evaluate the implication of the relatives and carers.

P14 The student ask whether the patient follow a specific diet.

P15 The student check whether the patient is taken any supporting treatment.

P16 The student expresses himself clearly.

P17 The student expressing empathy towards the patient.

P18 The student catch the patient`s attention.

P19 The student use the non-verbal communication properly.

P20 The student use additional resources in order to help the patient (Bot PLUS…)

Table 1 - Clinical cases

Case A: 60 years old patient diagnosed with PD 
two years ago (slow progression).
Uncommon patient in the pharmacy.
Treatment: Resagiline, levodopa/carbidopa and 
pramipexole.
Others disease: Hypertension, dyslipemia, 
diabetes (II) and incontinence.
Others symptoms: lack of energy, insomnia, 
increased sexual desire, lost of movement 
control.

Case B: 74 years old patient diagnosed with PD 
two years ago (swift progression).
Common patient in the pharmacy.
Treatment: levodopa/carbidopa/entacapone and 
protein shakes.
Other symptoms: apathy, depression, insomnia 
(nightmares), constipation, nausea, swallowing 
disorders and weight loss.
The patient need his relatives to take the 
treatment.

Case C: False positive.
Common patient in the pharmacy.
Symptoms: essential tremors.
Treatment: propranolol.

Case D: young woman with PD. 
Uncommon patient in the pharmacy.
She attend to the pharmacy to get "morning-after 
pill“.
Symptoms: increased sexual desire due to the 
treatment.
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Table 3: Answers of the participants in the role-playing. Results are separated vertically

according the reviewer and grouped horizontally in “Knowledge of the disease”,

“Knowledge of the treatment” and “Others questions”. Green: Yes (Y). Red: No (N). Orange:

disagreement between reviewer.

Figure 2: Diagram shown grouped answer according the separated fields in the checklist. “Knowledge of the disease”, “Knowledge of the treatment” and

“Others questions”. Green: Yes (Y). Red: No (N). Orange: disagreement between reviewer.

According with the checklist, the students expresses itself with empathy, catching the interest, and properly used the non-

verbal communication. However, it is important to show that only in case B, the students use additional resources on

information like BOT Plus.

Figure 1: Simulated Pharmacy in the School of Pharmacy of the University of Castilla-La Mancha.
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The present workshop help to our students to reach a better understanding of the PD, and

improve their knowledge about other health approaches. Besides, the Simulated Pharmacy was a

useful educational tool, preparing our students to the management of real situations.

Besides, it is important keep in mind that the student have been in direct contact with real patient

leading to develop a high level of humanization and empathy
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